COMPLETE BUILDING SOLUTIONS

SMARTWALLS

A Smart Way
to Build!

Everest has transitioned from a roofing company to a comprehensive building solutions provider. Today, the
company offers a wide range of roofing, ceiling, wall, flooring and cladding products for new-age building
solutions. Everest has consistently introduced innovative building products such as Pre-engineered steel
buildings for the industrial and commercial sector and solar rooftop solutions.
Everest has been a pioneer of fibre cement boards and panels that allow for strong, light, rapid and durable
construction of residential, commercial and industrial infrastructure. Everest Boards and Panels are
manufactured using Hatchek process enabled with HPSC (High Pressure Steam Curing) technology which
make them moisture-resistant, fire-resistant and termite-proof. These contemporary materials have
significant competitive edge to other wood based alternatives. Made with environment-friendly materials,
Everst Boards and Panels are used in a wide range of applications such as claddings, ceilings, walls, facades,
wall partitions, interior and exterior wall linings, pre-fab structures, drywalls and mezzanine floors.

Presentations in the brochure or any other Everest Industries Limited publications are correct to the best of the knowledge of the company, at the time of preparation.
Everest Industries Limited provides this information in an advisory capacity only and reserves the right to change the specifications without prior intimation.
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SMARTWALLS

BUILD FASTER AND EASIER
WITH EVEREST SMARTWALLS!
Get the speed and convenience to build 30% faster and easier than
brickwork and blockwork.
Perfect combination of strength, speed and safety, Everest Smartwalls
have high performance with better strength-to-weight ratio. They consist
of superior GI frame encased in compressed Everest Heavy Duty Fibre
Cement Board on either side and are fixed with special self-drilling
countersunk drywall screws. The cavity is then filled with lightweight infill
concrete. Finally, joints are filled and finished with fibre mesh tape and
Everest universal jointing compound.
Everest Smartwalls are non-load bearing partition walls that offer
superior advantages over hollow wall system and better solidity compared
to conventional brick and block walls. They are used as dividers in
interiors, in both dry and wet areas. They are lightweight, strong and
long-lasting compared to conventional walls.
They have a range of applications in residential high-rise buildings, hotels,
hospitals, schools, institutions and industrial domains.
Everest Smartwalls. The smart way to build.

SMARTWALLS

SMART CONSTRUCTION

Smartwalls enable fast construction
Parallel on-site construction
High return on investment
Smartwalls increase carpet area
Save up to 10% floor area
Higher-yield in carpet area
Smartwalls improve building acoustics
Better sound insulation
Increased occupant comfort
Smartwalls provide high unplanned load resistance
Superior advantages over hollow wall system
More solidity compared to conventional brick and
block walls
Smartwalls are cost-effective
Reduce structural cost
Less labour and material cost

Impact
Resistant

Fire
Resistant

Light
Weight

Space
Saving

WALLS THAT ALWAYS STAND TALL
Everest Smartwalls are better than traditional
brick-block walls for high-rise buildings because:
1.

Smartwalls have low thermal mass and high
heat resistance that ensure good fire
protection. So they get certified easily from
the fire services/authority.

2.

Traditional brick-block walls are heavy and
must be built upon a strong foundation,
that’s not a concern with lightweight
Smartwalls.

3.

Smartwalls reduce the need for
mechanisation and logistics as the heavy
materials need not be lifted to higher floors.

4.

Smartwalls can be loaded right after
installing the roof, thus reducing the overall
time required for project completion.

5.

Smartwalls are thin and provide more
carpet area, which is a luxury in case of
high-rise buildings.

SMARTWALLS

SMARTWALLS

SMART APPLICATIONS

Room to room partition

Bathroom to bathroom partition

Room to bathroom partition

Room to bathroom partition

SMARTWALLS

SMART FEATURES

Wall fire rating (in minutes)

120

120

120

120

250mm

125mm

125mm

100mm

Plastered Clay

Plastered CLC

Plastered AAC

Everest Smartwalls

Brickwork

Blockwork

Blockwork

Better fire protection with less thickness
• Takes care of building fire protection
• Safeguards occupant safety

250mm
Plastered Clay
Brickwork

125mm
Plastered CLC
Blockwork

100mm
Everest Smartwalls

125mm
Plastered AAC
Blockwork

Ease in managing services
• Allows for easy management of services through the pre-provided
service holes in the metal framework
• Eliminates time and cost of chiseling and finishing
• A solid wall with the attribute of a hollow drywall system

12-15mm
Cement Plaster Finished
with 5-6mm PoP punning

250mm
Plastered
Clay

125mm
Plastered
CLC Block-

Smooth surface– finished
with 1-2mm Skim Coat

125mm
Plastered AAC
Blockwork

100mm
Everest Smartwalls

Superior wall finish
• Use of compressed fibre cement board renders a uniform finished surface
• Eliminates the time of plastering and finishing
• Readily accepts any type of surface finishes such as acrylic and emulsion
paint, wallpaper, ceramic tiles, marble, etc.

SMARTWALLS

SMART INSTALLATION
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SLAB

Fire & Acoustic Sealant
82mm Wide Everest Top-Track
25mm Everest Fibre Cement Board
Screw
9mm Thick Everest Heavy Duty Fibre
Cement Board

1.

GI Framework

2.

One side boarding with 9mm Heavy Duty Fibre
Cement Board

82mm Wide Everest
Wall Noggin

3.

Managing Services through pre-provided service
slots in the framework

9mm Thick Everest Heavy Duty Fibre
Cement Board

4.

Second side boarding to a height of 1200 mm

5.

Pouring of infill concrete mix into the cavity

Everest Dry Mix

82mm Wide Everest Bottom-Track

6a. Sequential; boarding and filling of concrete
6b. Finishing the joints and spotting the screw heads
with jointing compound
7.

Fire & Acoustic Sealant
M6*50mm Deep
Anchor Fastener

FLOOR

Painting the surface with 1-2 mm finishing putty
skim coat

SMART SERVICES
5

82mm Wide
Everest Wall
frame

6a

7

•

Supply of materials and on-site erection

•

Advice on surface finishing choices

100
82

Design and incorporation of Everest Smartwalls in
your project design

25mm Everest
Fibre Cement Screw

9

•

9mm Thick Everest
Heavy Duty Fibre Cement Board

9

10

Everest offers the following services:

6b

9

M6*50mm Deep
Anchor Fastener
10

2
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1

The system of Everest Smartwalls include GI metal
frame with one layer of Everest Heavy Duty Fibre
Cement Boards on each face. After all services are
accommodated, the cavity between the boards is
filled with lightweight concrete. The installation
process is as follows.

82

Fire & Acoustic
Sealant

M6*50mm Deep
Anchor Fastener

Everest Wall Stud
@400 C/c

SMARTWALLS

SMART ADVANTAGES
Everest Smartwalls are 3rd generation performance Internal Partition System with more than 2 hours of Fire Rating. This
non-load bearing, medium height, solid and durable Internal Partition System is suitable for all types of Residential,
Commercial, Institutional, Healthcare and Hospitality applications.

Features

Advantages

Attributes

Performance

Pre-Finished

Saves time by eliminating finishing processes such as plastering and POP

Fire Resistance

Up to 2hrs. Fire Rating with single layer of Everest Heavy Duty Board

Sleek Section

Saves space and ensures more carpet area

Sound Insulation

45dB

Impact Resistance

Strong and long-lasting walls

Impact Resistance

Severe Duty partition wall system (BS 5234 Part-II)

Less Water Requirement

Requires just 10% water compared to blockwork

Weight

75 kg/sq. m

GI coating ensures resistance to corrosion

Thickness

100mm

Enhance durability and strength

Height

Maximum 3.5m

Specialised GI Studs

